1. Introduction {#sec0005}
===============

Attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and autism spectrum disorders (ASD) are neurodevelopmental conditions that frequently co-occur. There is currently an intensive search for the neural basis of these disorders. Electroencephalography, or EEG, has emerged as an ideal cognitive neuroscience tool in developmental psychopathology research, as it is relatively non-invasive, inexpensive and accessible compared to other neuroimaging technologies ([@bib0595]). To date, ADHD and ASD have been largely investigated in separate research fields and with a predominant focus on childhood. Little work has been done in the transitional phase into adulthood or young adulthood. This is despite this period representing a critical time window for neurodevelopment, marked by neurobiological development in the association cortices and the frontolimbic system implicated across executive and socioemotional processes ([@bib0925]). Our aim is to systematically review EEG-imaging research in ADHD and ASD in young adult samples -- we hope to provide a comprehensive and timely review of the literature to guide future investigations into the neurocognitive basis of these disorders, as well as of their overlap and distinction.

1.1. ADHD-ASD overlap {#sec0010}
---------------------

ADHD is characterised by severe deficits in attention, hyperactivity and impulsivity, whereas ASD is associated with impaired communication and social interaction skills, in addition to repetitive and restricted behaviour and interests ([@bib0020]). These two disorders frequently co-occur ([@bib0835]), with ADHD presenting in 30--80% of individuals with ASD, and ASD presenting in 20--50% of individuals with ADHD ([@bib0965]). Below-threshold cross-disorder symptoms are also common, that is, having symptoms of the other disorder despite not having the diagnosis ([@bib0805]).

The phenotypic overlap between ADHD and ASD appears to be explained by aetiological overlap, at least partly, in terms of shared genetic influences between traits of both disorders. For example, individuals with ADHD and their siblings display more ASD symptoms than non-sibling controls, suggesting shared familiality ([@bib0650]). Twin studies further support shared genetic influences between traits of ADHD and ASD, increasing from 27% at age 2 ([@bib0810]), to around 50% at age 8 ([@bib0815]) and 72% at ages 18--33 ([@bib0775]). Research on molecular genetics have identified candidate genomic regions and genetic pathways implicated in this shared heritability, yet findings remain inconsistent, potentially because of insufficient statistical power in those studies (see [@bib0795] for a comprehensive review).

Shared etiology between ADHD and ASD also points towards shared neurocognitive pathways. However, these disorders have, to date, been investigated in divergent fields. One reason is that dual diagnosis of ADHD and ASD was not formally permitted until the revision of Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders in 2013 or DSM--5 ([@bib0020]). However, given, that awareness of the relevance of ADHD and ASD to each other has dramatically increased in the last decade, demand has emerged to consolidate understanding of the overlap and distinction in neurocognitive processes between ADHD and ASD.

1.2. ADHD and ASD in young adulthood {#sec0015}
------------------------------------

The 'in-between' phase between adolescence and fully-fledged adulthood is known as *young adulthood* or *emerging adulthood* ([@bib0925]). Young adults typically navigate the world to achieve independence and in doing so, they encounter an increase in social and executive demands alongside a reduction in parental scaffolding ([@bib0030]; [@bib0910]). Emerging adulthood represents a critical time period for increased brain plasticity ([@bib0030]; [@bib0315]; [@bib0825]; [@bib0895]; [@bib0925]) and also for heightened risk of mental health difficulties ([@bib0450]; [@bib0730]).

ADHD and ASD are typically described as childhood disorders; yet, the transition from childhood to adulthood can highlight particular challenges in those with these diagnoses ([@bib0215]; [@bib0250]). Compared to typically-developing individuals, adults with ADHD and/or ASD are at higher risk of experiencing a range of behavioural and cognitive problems, such as mood disorders, sleep problems and unfavourable psychosocial outcomes, including poorer academic performance and lower employment levels ([@bib0215]; [@bib0510]). Having concurrent symptoms of both ASD and ADHD is associated with even poorer cognitive, emotional and functional outcomes than a single diagnosis ([@bib0025]; [@bib0660]; [@bib0965]).

Given the fact that dual-diagnosis of ADHD and ASD was not permitted until recently, ADHD is likely to have been underdiagnosed in adults who currently have ASD and vice versa ([@bib0325]), which could potentially affect the development and availability of relevant interventions. We know little about the outcomes in young adults with single or dual-diagnosis, or in those who had received a diagnosis of either of these disorders initially in childhood. For example, despite the drop in diagnosis of ADHD in adulthood, significant and impairing symptoms frequently remain ([@bib0035]). Nevertheless, there is relative paucity of services available to adults with these disorders compared to dedicated child/adolescent clinical services ([@bib0655]; [@bib0685]).

Understanding the neurocognitive basis of the developmental period in early adulthood is critical to expand our knowledge of the aetiology and course of ASD and ASHD, including their co-occurrence and potentially their associated negative outcomes.

1.3. EEG-imaging in ADHD and ASD research {#sec0020}
-----------------------------------------

EEG represents the most non-invasive, inexpensive and portable brain imaging tool available today ([@bib0595]). Originating in the 1920's, EEG has had a renaissance since early 2000's, emerging as a popular and accessible technology for mapping out neurocognitive mechanisms underlying neurodevelopmental disorders. EEG-based measures may shed light on the neurocognitive pathways that mediate shared genetic influences between different disorders, including those between ADHD and ASD.

EEG provides superlative temporal resolution of brain activity in the range of milliseconds, the timescale in which many perceptual and attentional processes are thought to operate ([@bib0440]; [@bib0565]; [@bib0830]). Its spatial resolution is traditionally regarded as low, but is continuing to improve at a cortical level due to advances in computational neuroscience and signal processing ([@bib0220]; [@bib0435]).

EEG has traditionally been analysed in two ways. In the time domain, event-related potential (ERP) refers to transient time-locked EEG activity typically averaged across trials. Broadly speaking, early ERP components (100--200 ms) are thought to index stimulus-driven sensory processing, whereas later components are thought to index cognitive processing ([@bib0045]; [@bib0440]). In the frequency domain, quantitative EEG (qEEG) refers to rhythmic cycles (per second, i.e., Hz), also known as brain oscillations, in frequency bands typically denoted as delta (1--4 Hz), theta (4--8 Hz), alpha (8--12 Hz), beta (13--30 Hz) and gamma (30--70 Hz). These are thought to signal various states such as wakefulness, arousal and cognition ([@bib0125]; [@bib0470]). Innovative techniques combining both time and frequency-based information are rapidly expanding ([@bib0565]) and recently harnessed in psychiatric research ([@bib0600]; [@bib0635]).

EEG-imaging has been extensively used to investigate neural mechanisms underlying ADHD and ASD, but to date most of this work has been in children and adolescents. Broadly speaking, ERP research has highlighted atypical ADHD-linked cognitive profiles in inhibitory control and performance monitoring ([@bib0060]; [@bib0430]; [@bib0950]) and atypical ASD-linked cognitive profiles in socioemotional processing and executive function ([@bib0410]). QEEG research has demonstrated atypical ADHD-linked profiles mostly in relation to the theta and beta bands ([@bib0050]; [@bib0950]) and atypical ASD-linked profiles mostly in relation to the alpha, beta, and gamma bands ([@bib0090]). There is currently an increased interest in the neural basis of the co-occurrence of ADHD and ASD ([@bib0425]; [@bib0800]), with cross-disorder comparisons using EEG-imaging rapidly emerging ([@bib0940], [@bib0945], [@bib0955]). Despite the importance of investigating these disorders in the key transitional stage of young adulthood, such relevant research is lacking in comparison to childhood studies.

1.4. Aim and scope {#sec0025}
------------------

Our main goal is to systematically review studies using EEG-imaging in young adults with ADHD and/or ASD, focusing on both ERPs and EEG oscillatory measures. We aim to synthesize the numerous neurocognitive domains considered for each disorder independently, as well as when both disorders were directly compared and/or dual-diagnosis was considered. We include research focusing on diagnostic categories and traits to understand the mechanisms underlying these disorders more broadly. Traits and diagnosis appear to share common genetic origins, with diagnoses aetiologically represented as extreme ends of a continuum of behavioural traits ([@bib0180]; [@bib0570]). The current state of this research could then be used to provide a guiding framework, as informed by EEG methods, for critical next steps in research investigating the neural basis of the overlap, and distinction, between ADHD and ASD during young adulthood.

Our review is restricted to EEG recorded during cognitive tasks, which allows for the interpretation of brain activity in the context of putative cognitive operations being carried out. EEG during cognitive tasks is more reliable ([@bib0580]) while the value of resting state research has been questioned ([@bib0645]). Readers can refer to other existing reviews in ADHD and/or ASD for the use of EEG in resting state paradigms ([@bib0530]; [@bib0980]) and neurofeedback interventions ([@bib0310]; [@bib0375]), or for the use of EEG to investigate sleep states ([@bib0535]) and epilepsy/seizures ([@bib0040]; [@bib0675]), which are beyond the scope of our review. Meta-analyses are not conducted due to the heterogeneity in EEG and ERP features as well as cognitive paradigms employed.

Other imaging modalities are also beyond our current scope, but readers can refer to relevant reviews on the use of methods such as functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) ([@bib0190]; [@bib0720]) and positron emission tomography (PET) ([@bib0485]) in ADHD, and of fMRI ([@bib0745]), PET ([@bib1015]) and magnetoencephalography (MEG) ([@bib0455]) in ASD.

2. Method {#sec0030}
=========

2.1. Search strategy {#sec0035}
--------------------

Initial literature search and selection of studies were informed by guides from PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) ([@bib0995]). Searches were performed on 20/04/2017 using PubMed and Web of Science databases. Search terms were: (ADHD OR attention deficit hyperactivity disorder OR autism spectrum disorder OR autism OR ASD) AND (EEG OR ERP OR electrophysiology OR neurophysiology) NOT (epilepsy OR epileptic OR seizure) NOT (mouse OR mice OR rodent). The search was limited from the year 2000 and onward, the time around which we observed a resurgence of EEG research, particularly in the field of psychopathology ([@bib0595]). Titles and abstracts were used for initial screening. These filters were applied: written in English only and no case reports. We subsequently supplemented this initial search with additional searches using terms employed for earlier subgroup classifications of ASD in DSM-IV (Asperger, childhood disintegrative disorder, and pervasive developmental disorder not otherwise specified or PDD-NOS), but no additional eligible studies relevant to ASD were identified.

2.2. Inclusion and exclusion criteria {#sec0040}
-------------------------------------

Inclusion criteria were 1) empirical research published in peer-reviewed journals; 2) involving human participants; 3) EEG was elicited within a cognitive task; 4) the study examined case-control differences between individuals with ADHD/ASD as defined by either research/clinical diagnosis or trait measures, and/or examined traits of ADHD/ASD-traits as continuous variables; 5) mean age was between ages 16--26 (or fell within the age range reported in a study and the study focused on adults). Exclusion criteria were if the study 1) did not use EEG-imaging, 2) focused on resting states, neurofeedback, sleep states, and/or epilepsy/seizures and/or 3) had a sample size of fewer than 12 participants with ADHD/ASD.

2.3. Structure of the findings {#sec0045}
------------------------------

Out of 3738 articles identified in the initial search (PubMed = 1876; Web of Science = 1862), 3608 were discarded after screening and 75 articles were included in the current review (35 for ADHD and 40 for ASD). To organise this vast literature, the relevant studies are grouped according to the primary neurocognitive domain investigated, broadly defined as: 1) attention processing, 2) inhibitory control, 3) performance monitoring, 4) face processing, 5) imitation and empathy, 6) sensory processing, and 7) memory and language.

Each of the neurocognitive domains is subsequently divided according to the focus on ADHD or ASD. ERP studies are described first, followed by those including data relevant to brain oscillations (i.e., qEEG and/or time-frequency analyses). We did not find any research in the relevant age period directly comparing both disorders or considering dual-diagnosis. This points towards a critical gap in the literature for ADHD and ASD research in young adulthood -- we return to this issue in our discussion, where we highlight the candidate neurocognitive processes that are likely to inform research investigating the ADHD-ASD overlap and/or distinction in young adulthood.

Details on the most prominent ERP and EEG oscillatory measures (qEEG and time-frequency approaches) discussed in this review, and their putative functional significance and/or definition, can found in [Table 1A](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}, [Table 1B](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}. We are aware that the interpretations of various ERPs and oscillatory features may be topics of ongoing debate, and thus [Table 1A](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}, [Table 1B](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"} are included mainly to provide an initial guide for readers less familiar with the vast ERP/EEG literature.Table 1AOverview of main event-related potentials (ERP) from studies in the current review.Table 1ANeurocognitive domainProminent componentsDescriptionProposed functional significanceRelevant referenceExample of studies in the current reviewSensory processingP50Positive-going wave over fronto-temporal electrodes peaking at 40-75 ms poststimulusAttenuation of this component indexes sensory gating (the ability to filter out redundant sensory information)([@bib0760])([@bib0560])N1 (N100)Negative-going wave over frontocentral electrodes peaking at 80-120 ms poststimulusSensory processing of unexpected (auditory) stimulus([@bib0820])([@bib0340]; [@bib0840])P1 (P100)Positive-going wave over lateral occipital electrodes peaking at 80-130 ms poststimulusSensory processing of stimulus in the contralateral visual field([@bib0365])([@bib0340]; [@bib0840])N170Negative-going wave over posterior electrodes peaking around 130-200 ms poststimulus (face vs non-face)Structural encoding of faces([@bib0280])([@bib0700]; [@bib0905])Early posterior negativity (EPN)Negative-going wave peaking at 150--300 ms poststimulusSelective visual attention toward emotional stimuli([@bib0170])([@bib0260])Mismatch negativity (MMN)Negative-going wave peaking at 150-250 ms poststimulusDetection of infrequent and odd deviant stimulus in a repetitive sequence of auditory or visual stimuli([@bib0305])([@bib0270])  Stimulus evaluationN2Negative-going wave peaking at 200-350 ms poststimulusDetection of mismatch and/or inhibition of competing response([@bib0290])([@bib0285]; [@bib0350])N250Negative-going wave over inferior temporal electrodes around 250 ms poststimulus when comparing familiar vs unfamiliar facesStorage of face representation in long-term memory([@bib0245])([@bib0985])P2Positive-going wave peaking at 100-250 ms poststimulusSensitivity to various stimulus features([@bib0200])([@bib0165]; [@bib0605])P3a (novelty P3)Positive-going wave over frontocentral electrodes peaking at 250-280 ms poststimulusNovelty processing and involuntary orienting of attention([@bib0755])([@bib0885])P3b (classic P3)Positive-going wave over parietal electrodes peaking at 250-500 ms poststimulusAttentional engagement and stimulus evaluation/decision-making([@bib0755])([@bib0390]; [@bib0790])N3 (slow wave or late posterior negativity (LPN))Negative-going wave peaking at 500-650 ms poststimulus over posterior electrodesEnhanced attention to stimulus, particularly the nonautomatic, controlled part of the stimulus processing([@bib0420])([@bib0770])N400Negative-going wave over centropariental electrodes peaking at 250-500 ms poststimulusProcessing of semantic information([@bib0500])([@bib0335]; [@bib0490])Response preparationCNVNegative-going wave rising around 260-470 ms after a warning stimulusResponse and motor preparation to upcoming stimulus([@bib0610])([@bib0095]; [@bib0160])Lateralised readiness potential (LRP)Negative-going wave over motor cortices contralateral to the responding handsMotor preparation before action execution([@bib0865])([@bib0345])Late positive potential (LPP)Positive-going slow wave arising around 600 ms poststimulusSalience of emotional stimuli([@bib0715])([@bib0010]; [@bib0265])  Error detectionError-related negativity (ERN)Negative-going wave rising 50--100 ms following erroneous response execution over frontocentral electrodesUnconscious error processing([@bib0670])([@bib0620]; [@bib0690])Error-related positivity (PE)Positive-going wave over centro-parietal electrodes peaking around 200-500 ms post-error, after the occurrence of ERNConscious error processing([@bib1000])([@bib0620]; [@bib0690])[^1]Table 1BOverview of main EEG oscillatory approaches from studies in the current review.Table 1BAnalytical approachProminent componentsDescriptionProposed functional significanceRelevant referencesExample of studies in the current reviewQuantitative EEG (qEEG)Very-low frequency (VLF)EEG oscillations at 0.02-0.2 HzDefault-mode network([@bib0890])([@bib0105]; [@bib0380])DeltaEEG oscillations at 1-4 HzAttention and inhibition([@bib0360])([@bib0320])ThetaEEG oscillations at 4-8 HzCognitive control, learning and memory([@bib0845])([@bib0355]; [@bib0875])AlphaEEG oscillations at 8-12 Hz, typically over the occipital cortexAlertness, attention and inhibition([@bib0475])([@bib0355]; [@bib0875])Mu rhythmsEEG oscillations at 8-13 Hz and recorded over the sensorimotor cortexAction execution and observation of others\' actions([@bib0295])([@bib0075]; [@bib0935])BetaEEG oscillations at 13-30 HzSensorimotor processing and sensory gating([@bib0750])([@bib0680])GammaEEG oscillations at 30-70 HzSensory binding([@bib0130])([@bib0225]; [@bib0870])Time-frequency analysesEvoked powerEvent-related changes in EEG power at a given frequency band, both time-locked and phase-locked to the eventDynamic changes in power of a given frequency band over time([@bib0565])([@bib0320])Induced powerEvent-related changes in EEG power at a given frequency band, phase-locked but not time-locked to the event; also known as event-related synchronization (ERS, increase in power) or event-related desynchronization (ERD, decrease in power)Dynamic changes in power of a given frequency band over time([@bib0565])([@bib0225]; [@bib0515])Event-related phase-locking OR inter-trial coherence (ITC)Phase similarity across trials in relation to the timing of the event at a given frequency band and within a given electrodeConsistency of timing of the event-related oscillations across trials (e.g., neural variability)([@bib0565])([@bib0340])CoherenceSynchronicity of the EEG signals in the same frequency band between two separate electrodes, analogous to the Pearson product-moment-correlation coefficientBrain\'s regional connectivity and interregional interaction([@bib0900])([@bib0680])Cross-frequency couplingSynchronicity of the EEG signal in two different frequency bandsBrain\'s regional connectivity and interregional interaction([@bib0135])([@bib0415])[^2]

Primary findings are summarised in terms of either significant differences between ADHD/ASD and non-ADHD/ASD control participants specific to the study, unless otherwise specified (e.g., additional clinical groups), and/or significant associations between ADHD/ASD traits and ERP/EEG measures. These are then interpreted, whenever possible, based on functional significance for neurocognitive processing. More details on the sample composition of each study can be found in subsequent tables, which also provide details on age (mean and range) and sample size of the ADHD/ASD group, information about the comparison group(s), cognitive paradigms employed, and ERP/EEG measures investigated. When multiple cognitive domains are relevant, studies are presented only under the primary category in the subsequent tables.

3. Results {#sec0050}
==========

3.1. Attention processing {#sec0055}
-------------------------

Sixteen articles investigated attention processing, including indices of attentional orienting, subsequent attentional allocation and sustained attention. All except two studies considered clinical or research diagnosis. Thirteen of the studies focused on ADHD and three focused on ASD. The most widely used cognitive paradigms to study attentional processing in ADHD were visual and auditory oddball paradigms, continuous performance task (CPT) and, to a more limited extent, a four-choice reaction time task called the fast task (see [Table 2A](#tbl0015){ref-type="table"}).Table 2AStudies on ADHD or ASD using EEG-imaging to investigate *attentional processing*.Table 2AStudyClinical groupDiagnosis or traitAge: Mean (SD)Age range (years)Sample size(s)Comparison group(s) (sample size)Cognitive paradigmAnalytical methodFeatures analysed[@bib0390]^a^ADHDD17.5 (0.4)16 to 1845CD (185), ODD (87), ND (69), AAD (95), DAD (36)Visual oddballERPP3b[@bib0350]ADHDD15.7 (1.5)14 to 2127E-SCZ (30), NPS (36), controls (36)Auditory oddball & go/no-goERPP3b, N2[@bib0055]ADHDD21.9 (1.8)18 to 2618Non-ADHD (18)Visual oddballERPP1, N1, P2, N2, P3b[@bib0850]ADHDT23.3 (2.8)20 to 3223--Visual oddballERPP3b[@bib0330]ADHDD24.0 (5.3)--25Non-ADHD (23)Visual oddballERPP2, N2, P3a, P3b[@bib0790]ADHDD18.5 (3.0)13 to 2669PTB (186), controls (135)Cued CPTERPP3b, N2, CNV[@bib0160]ADHDDADHD-P: 18.3 (3.0); ADHD-R: 18.9 (3.1)--ADHD-P: 87; ADHD-R: 23Non-ADHD (168)Cued CPTERP/oscillationsCNV, P3b, delta, theta, alpha, beta[@bib0230]ADHDDADHD-P: 18.5 (2.9); ADHD-R: 18.3 (3.2)11 to 25ADHD-P: 48; ADHD-R: 60Non-ADHD (167)Cued CPTERP/oscillationsCNV, P3b, delta, theta, alpha, beta[@bib0155]ADHDD18.3 (3.0)--93Non-ADHD (174)Fast taskERPP3b, CNV[@bib0400]ADHDDADHD-P: 18.1 (2.9); ADHD-R: 19.1 (2.7)--ADHD-P: 73; ADHD-R: 18Non-ADHD (144)Fast taskERPP3b, CNV[@bib0320]^a^ADHDD17.5 (0.4)16 to 1845CD (185), ODD (87), ND (69), AAD (95), DAD (36)Visual oddballoscillationsTF-PCA of P3b[@bib0105]ADHDD20.6 (1.6)--20Non-ADHD (20)Eriksen flanker taskoscillationsVLF[@bib0380]ADHDD22.8 (3.8)18 to 4316Non-ADHD (16).Two-choice reaction time taskoscillationsVLF[@bib0445]ASDD22.5 (4.1)--12Non-ASD (13)Auditory oddballERPP50, N1, N2, P3b[@bib0880]ASDD17. 2 (4.6)12 to 2713Non-ASD (13)Visual oddballERP/oscillationsP3a, P3b, gamma[@bib0630]ASDT--18 to 3736--Target detection taskERP/oscillationsP1, P3b, gamma[^3]

### 3.1.1. ADHD {#sec0060}

#### 3.1.1.1. ERP {#sec0065}

Several ERP studies have examined selective attention using oddball paradigms. In such studies, participants are typically presented with a sequence of standard auditory/visual stimuli intercepted with additional targets appearing less frequently. The Minnesota Twin Family Study ([@bib0390]) examined the target-P3b in a visual oddball paradigm and found a reduced P3b amplitude for ADHD at age 17. The P3b ERP is believed to index reduced attentional allocation ([Table 1A](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}), and thus this study is in line with similar pattern of findings from studies with children and adolescents with ADHD ([@bib0060]; [@bib0430]). However, such findings on target-P3b may not be ADHD-specific: the same pattern of reduced P3b amplitude in an oddball paradigm was found for other clinical groups, including oppositional defiant disorder, conduct disorder, antisocial personality disorder and those with paternal risk of these disorders ([@bib0390]). Other studies failed to find an association between ADHD and target-P3b with oddball paradigms using auditory stimuli in ADHD at age 16 ([@bib0350]), or using combining visual standard stimuli and auditory targets in ADHD at age 22 ([@bib0055]). Thus, the modality of the stimuli, at least in oddball paradigms, may be an important consideration for EEG-imaging markers of ADHD.

Two additional oddball studies in adults aged 23--24 years included two types of nontargets: constant nontargets, for which the same nontarget stimulus was repeatedly presented, and novel nontargets, for which a completely novel stimulus was presented each time (i.e., never repeated). One study found that higher number of ADHD symptoms in a nonclinical sample were associated with more pronounced P3b amplitude for nontargets relative to targets, but only when constant nontargets rather than novel nontargets were considered ([@bib0850]). This suggests that ADHD is associated with atypical attentional allocation to task-irrelevant stimuli more generally, regardless of their novelty. In contrast, another study using a clinical sample instead found that ADHD was associated with reduced P3b amplitude to novel nontargets, suggesting that attentional resources are inefficiently allocated to novel stimuli specifically ([@bib0330]). Such discrepant patterns of findings suggest that ERP markers of ADHD, at least in the context of oddball studies, may vary depending on whether ADHD traits or diagnosis are considered, and thus both should be assess simultaneously in future studies.

The cued CPT (i.e., CPT-OX) is a variant of the CPT task that is used widely in ADHD research to index aspects of attentional orienting, response preparation and response inhibition (e.g., [@bib0585]). In this task, participants monitor a sequence of letters and are asked to respond whenever the target 'X' follows the cue letter 'O' known as 'go'-trials. 'No-go' or inhibitory trials, however, are those when the cue letter 'O' is not followed by the target letter 'X'. One study using the cued CPT task found overlapping and distinct ERP features between ADHD and preterm-born individuals aged between 13--26 years ([@bib0790]). Both groups showed reduced amplitude of the contingent negative variation (CNV), a late component with a low frequency that is thought to index reduced response preparation for a subsequent response ([Table 1A](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}). Both groups also showed attenuated P3b amplitude time-locked to no-go trials, or the no-go-P3, which indicates reduced response inhibition processing. However, only those with ADHD showed reduced cue-P3b, which may index impaired attentional orienting to cue, and only preterm-born individuals showed reduced go-P3b, which in turn may index reduced cognitive control including resource allocation. Thus, atypical profiles of cue-P3b may be a more specific marker of ADHD as a disorder, rather than a marker of ADHD risk, as pre-term birth is a risk factor for ADHD ([@bib0080]).

The cued CPT has also been used to tease apart potential markers of persistence or remission of ADHD diagnosis or parental reports of ADHD symptoms at ages 18--19 with an earlier diagnosis of childhood ADHD ([@bib0160]). ADHD persistence (having ADHD symptoms in both childhood and young adulthood) but not remittance (having symptoms in childhood only) was linked to reduced CNV amplitude and reduced cue-P3b amplitude. Further, ADHD persistence was also associated with reduced no-go-P3b amplitude, an index of response inhibition, whereas ADHD remittance was intermediate between ADHD persisters and non-ADHD controls in this ERP measure. Importantly, it was noted that the ERP differences between persisters and remitters disappeared when ADHD status was classified based on self-reported symptoms ([@bib0230]), which may point towards potential issues with reliability of self-reports versus parent/informant reports in relation to EEG biomarkers of the disorders, an issue we return to in the discussion (Section [4](#sec0270){ref-type="sec"}).

Two ERP studies have used the fast task ([@bib0495]). The task follows a standard warned four-choice reaction time task: on each trial, four empty circles are presented and then one of them is coloured in; participants are asked to press a key that corresponds on a keyboard to the location of the coloured circle on the screen. The baseline condition shows four circles that appear for 8 s before becoming filled with yellow. In the fast-incentive condition, the circles appear for 1 s before becoming coloured in with yellow; in this condition, smiley faces are awarded at the end of the trial if RTs are faster than in the baseline condition.

In one study, ADHD at age 18 was associated with reduced target-P3b amplitude in the baseline condition of the fast task, which in turn was also linked to higher RT variability (RTV), both of which suggest inefficient and inconsistent attentional allocation to targets ([@bib0155]). In addition, the fast-incentive condition (with rewards) of the fast task, compared to the baseline condition, enhanced target-P3b amplitude and reduced RTV for both ADHD and non-ADHD control. However, the fast-incentive condition also relatively enhanced CNV amplitude but only for the non-ADHD controls and not for the ADHD group. Taken together, such findings on CNV suggest that response preparation is not flexibly adjusted in varying task contexts for ADHD, even in the presence of additional incentives. Similarly, another study using a similar age group reported reduced target-P3b amplitude in the baseline condition and reduced CNV amplitude in the fast-incentive condition in ADHD persisters relative to both ADHD remitters and non-ADHD controls, with these components not distinguishing remitters from non-ADHD controls ([@bib0400]). Thus, such ERP components in the fast task may represent candidate markers of current ADHD status.

#### 3.1.1.2. EEG oscillations {#sec0070}

One study assessing EEG power ([Table 1B](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}) across the whole duration of the CPT-OX task showed that ADHD persisters, relative to ADHD remitters and non-ADHD controls, had enhanced delta power, both when ADHD diagnosis was determining by parental reports ([@bib0160]) and by self-reports ([@bib0230]). Another study reanalysed data generated from a visual oddball paradigm -- initially analysed as conventional averaged ERPs ([@bib0390]) -- by applying more advanced data reduction techniques to separate underlying components that comprise the ERPs ([@bib0320]). The technique is known as time-frequency principal component analysis (TF-PCA). It consists of first applying time-frequency analyses ([Table 1B](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}) to the same time window as the ERP -- in this case the target-P3b ERP -- and then applying PCA to isolate overlapping component oscillations based on their distinct frequency features (for more details of this method see [@bib0065], [@bib0070]). These analyses resulted in five principal components (PC) in the delta frequency band (0--2.5 Hz) accounting for 77% of the target-P3b variance. While each of these PCs distinguished controls from those with ADHD at age 17, it also distinguished controls from those with other external psychopathologies, and thus such findings may not be ADHD-specific.

Two studies using oscillatory approaches in tasks relevant to attentional processing focused on very-low frequency (VLF) oscillations (0.02-0.20 Hz) ([Table 1B](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}). It has been proposed that VLF oscillations are characteristic of the default mode network (DMN), which is most active during resting conditions and is thought to relate to an interconnected region including the anterior and posterior cingulate cortex, medial prefrontal lobe and precuneus ([@bib0105]). However, VLF EEG power does not appear to distinguish ADHD from non-ADHD controls, at least in young adults. For instance, one study found that VLF EEG power was attenuated from rest to other cognitive states (either a cognitive task or an active waiting period) in a similar fashion for both ADHD and non-ADHD controls at age 22 ([@bib0380]). An additional study also found that VLF EEG power was attenuated from rest to an attentionally-demanding task for both ADHD and non-ADHD controls at age 21 ([@bib0105]). However, the latter study identified that the sources of reduction in VLF EEG power differed between groups, as identified by a proposed source location method for EEG data known as standardized low-resolution brain electromagnetic tomography (s-LORETA) ([@bib0725]). More specifically, rest-to-task reduction of VLF EEG power was most prominent in the medial prefrontal cortex for non-ADHD controls but instead in the temporal lobe for ADHD, suggesting that ADHD does not 'turn off' typical DMN regions during cognitive tasks. While such findings are preliminary and warrant further replication, they nevertheless suggest that source-based -- rather than scalp-based methods in EEG data -- can further identify the specific pathophysiology for conditions such as ADHD.

### 3.1.2. ASD {#sec0075}

#### 3.1.2.1. ERP {#sec0080}

Selective attention in ASD samples has also employed oddball ERP paradigms. One study using an auditory oddball paradigm suggests that ASD is associated with atypical perceptual processing, particularly increased perceptual capacity ([@bib0445]). In non-ASD controls, target-P3b latency increased with high versus low perceptual load, which was manipulated by higher similarity between targets and non-target sounds (thus presumably increasing task difficulty). However, target-P3b latency did not increase with perceptual load in individuals with ASD at age 22, suggesting that they have higher perceptual load capacity, thus remaining 'unaffected' by the increasing load.

Another study using the visual oddball paradigm showed that ASD at age 17 was associated with both higher amplitude of frontal P3a and longer latencies of centro-parietal P3b to nontargets, which suggest that ASD is associated with atypical distractor processing ([@bib0880]). Similarly, one study using a feature-based target detection task also found evidence for atypical distractor processing in ASD. Participants had to identify on each trial whether a stimulus was the correct target presenting all the necessary visual features of shape, colour and orientation ([@bib0630]). Some trials presented distractor stimuli instead, which could be either relevant or irrelevant: relevant distractors shared both colour and orientation with the target, whereas irrelevant distractors did not. Higher levels of ASD traits at ages 18--27 were associated with a bigger P3b amplitude in response to irrelevant distractors, but not in response to relevant distractors. Thus, such a pattern suggests that ASD is linked to a reduced capacity for filtering out contextually-irrelevant information.

#### 3.1.2.2. EEG oscillations {#sec0085}

One study was identified which applied oscillatory approaches to studying attention processing in ASD. Event-related gamma activity (stimulus-locked EEG activity at 30--80 Hz, widely associated with top-down attentional processing and object perception; see [Table 1B](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}) was examined using a visual oddball paradigm as described above and initially analysed using ERPs ([@bib0880]). A unique feature of this paradigm is the use of Kanizsa figures as stimuli, which are images depicting a form of optical illusion in which illusory contours, rather than real contours, create the subjective perception of a figure. Higher gamma power was found in ASD in response to nontargets in the left frontal, bilateral parietal and occipital scalp channels. While such scalp-based findings were interpreted as indicating increased competing activity in multiple local networks when processing nontarget stimuli ([@bib0880]), source-based analyses are required to draw firmer conclusions.

3.2. Inhibitory control {#sec0090}
-----------------------

Seven articles primarily investigated inhibitory control, referring to the selection of the correct response among various competing options. All of these studies focused on individuals with ADHD only, and all considered clinical or research diagnosis. Further, only studies on ERPs were identified. Relevant cognitive paradigms include the stop-signal tasks and go/no-go tasks (see [Table 2B](#tbl0020){ref-type="table"}). One of these articles ([@bib0350]) was also described in the Section [3.1](#sec0055){ref-type="sec"} above on attention processing.Table 2BStudies on ADHD or ASD using EEG-imaging to investigate of *inhibitory control*.Table 2BStudyClinical groupDiagnosis or traitAge: Mean (SD)Age range (years)Sample size(s)Comparison group(s) (sample size)Cognitive paradigmAnalytical methodFeatures analysed[@bib0545]ADHDD20.6 (3.3)17 to 3020Non-ADHD (20)Stop-signalERPN2, P3b[@bib1005]ADHDD25.0 (5.8)--65Non-ADHD (32)Go/no-goERPN2. P3b[@bib0285]ADHDD24.6 (3.9)18 to 3014Non-ADHD (14)Go/no-goERPN2, P3b[@bib0860]ADHDD24.6 (3.9)18 to 3013Non-ADHD (13)Go/no-goERPP1, N1, P2, N2[@bib0120]ADHDD19.4 (0.5)--15ALC (16), ADHD + ALC (15), controls (32)Go/no-goERPP3b[@bib0780]ADHDD19.5 (1.9)18 to 24ADHD-C:16; ADHD-IA: 16; ADHD-HI: 16Non-ADHD (16).Go/no-goERPP3b[@bib0345]ADHDDADHD-C: 23.2 (1.1); ADHD-IA 24.0 (1.2)--ADHD-C: 22; ADHD-IA: 18Non-ADHD (38)Go/no-goERPLPR[^4]

### 3.2.1. ADHD {#sec0095}

#### 3.2.1.1. ERP {#sec0100}

Stop-signal tasks refer to cognitive tasks in which a stop signal is embedded into the task, requiring participants to inhibit any response they had previously been instructed to make, for example, to inhibit response to a target. One study using this task found that ADHD at age 21 were associated with reduced amplitude in the N2-P3 complex as well as a delayed P3b latency to the stop-signal, which are known markers of poor response inhibition ([@bib0545]).

Inhibitory control has also been investigated using variants of the go/no-go task, in which participants have to respond to certain stimuli while inhibiting their response to others. One study found that both ADHD and schizophrenia (but not being sibling of someone with schizophrenia) at age 16 were associated with reduced no-go-N2 amplitude ([@bib0350]), suggesting that N2 is a marker of general psychopathology rather than familial risk; however, no-go-P3b effects were not found. Another study found reduced no-go-N2 and reduced no-go-P3b amplitudes in ADHD at age 25 ([@bib1005]). N2 effects were linked to lower accuracy, thus potentially reflecting poor response control (see [Table 1A](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}), whereas P3b effects were linked to more inattention symptoms, likely to reflect inefficient attentional allocation.

An auditory go/no-go paradigm also showed that ADHD at 25 was associated with reduced no-go-P3b amplitude and delayed no-go-N2 and no-go-P3b ([@bib0285]). Unexpectedly, ADHD was also associated with more omission errors (not responding to go-trials) and enhanced go-N2. Thus, ADHD-associated deviations in both go ERPs, in addition to no-go ERPs, suggest wider regulation problems beyond inhibitory control. Relevant to diagnosis, a classification approach on these same no-go trials data revealed 92% specificity and 84% sensitivity in discriminating ADHD from non-ADHD controls ([@bib0860]). Specifically, a network pattern involving a P3b in the delta range at frontal-central-parietal electrodes emerged for non-ADHD controls, whereas a pattern involving early ERP components (P1, N1, P2, N2) in the theta and alpha ranges at central electrodes emerged for ADHD. These patterns suggest that inhibitory deficits typically observed in ADHD are linked to earlier sensory processing (see more on sensory processing later in Section [3.6](#sec0200){ref-type="sec"}). Unfortunately, such analyses were not reported for go-trials ERPs, and leaves open whether inclusion of these could improve diagnosis classification further.

One study using a go/no-go paradigm found that young adults at age 19 with a childhood diagnosis of ADHD, and also without a history of prenatal alcohol exposure, showed reduced no-go P3b amplitude, but this was not the case for young adults with a childhood diagnosis of ADHD but with a history of prenatal alcohol exposure ([@bib0120]). Another preliminary study investigated subtypes of ADHD with a go/no-go paradigm. It was found that all ADHD subtypes (inattentive, hyperactive and combined) at age 20 showed reduced P3a amplitude (obtained by a difference wave between no-go versus go trials) relative to non-ADHD controls when the instruction was to *inhibit* response to the target. The pattern of findings was slightly different when the instruction was instead to *respond* to the target: all subtypes also showed an attenuated target-P3a amplitude, with the exception of those with the combined subtype ([@bib0780]). Such findings suggests that target-P3a in variants of this paradigm can inform research into potential ADHD subtypes.

A separate study however did not find atypical profiles of P3 nor N2 amplitudes in any of the ADHD subtypes (inattentive or combined) at ages 23--24 in a go/no-go task ([@bib0345]). Instead, those with the inattentive and combined subtypes showed reduced amplitude of the *early* lateralized readiness potential (LRP) for no-go trials, thought to index reduced response preparation ([@bib0865]) (see [Table 1A](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}). The same groups also showed earlier LRP onsets for no-go trials of increased difficulty (trials demanding discrimination of perceptually similar stimuli), suggesting earlier response preparation in these groups. In addition, the combined subtype showed reduced *late* LRP, suggesting that this individuals in this group were less likely to get ready for the next trial.

### 3.2.2. ASD {#sec0105}

No studies were identified which investigated inhibitory control in ASD in young adults using EEG-imaging, using either ERPs or oscillatory approaches.

3.3. Performance monitoring {#sec0110}
---------------------------

Nine articles have investigated performance monitoring, defined as a set of cognitive processes implicated in the monitoring of ongoing behaviour to inform response selection and adjustment to achieve optimal goal-directed behaviour ([@bib0960]). Such tasks may include aspects of error processing and/or feedback processing. Five of these studies considered clinical or research diagnosis. In total, six studies of performance monitoring focused on ADHD and three on ASD in young adulthood. Cognitive paradigms of performance monitoring in these studies include arrow flanker tasks ([@bib0600], [@bib0590]), go/no-go tasks ([@bib0355]; [@bib0690]), and incentive delay tasks ([@bib0095]; [@bib0110]) (See [Table 2C](#tbl0025){ref-type="table"}).Table 2CStudies on ADHD or ASD using EEG-imaging to investigate *performance monitoring*.Table 2CStudyClinical groupDiagnosis or traitAge: Mean (SD)Age range (years)Sample size(s)Comparison group(s) (sample size)Cognitive paradigmAnalytical methodFeatures analysed[@bib0620]ADHDDADHD-P: 18.3 (3.0); ADHD-R: 18.9 (3.6)--ADHD-P: 87; ADHD-R: 23Non-ADHD (169)Flankers taskERPN2, ERN, Pe[@bib0150]ADHDD23.7 (3.7)18 to 3036Non-ADHD (32)Flankers taskERPERN, Pe[@bib0355]ADHDD16.2 (0.3)14 to 1723Non-ADHD (19)Go/no-goERP/oscillationsERN, Pe, theta, ITC[@bib0690]ADHDD23.7 (5.1)--18Non-ADHD (21)Go/no-goERPERN, early positivity, Pe[@bib0110]ADHDT21.8 (4.5)--18--Incentive delay taskERPCNV, LPP[@bib0095]ADHDT24.4 (-)--162--Incentive delay taskERPCNV[@bib0140]ASDT22.0 (4.4)18 to 5216Low traits (15); Psychopathic traits (23)Feedback paradigmERPFRN[@bib0195]ASDT23.9 (3.4)18 to 3517Low traits (18)Incentive delay taskERPP3b[@bib0935]ASDD21.4 (-)18 to 2712Non-ASD (12)Target detection taskoscillationsN1, P2, N2, mu[^5]

### 3.3.1. ADHD {#sec0115}

#### 3.3.1.1. ERP {#sec0120}

Flankers tasks (using stimuli such as arrows or letters) typically consist of congruent trials, where flankers and targets are compatible, and incongruent trials, where flankers and targets are incompatible. ERPs associated with this task include the N2, which is increased in incongruent trials and is thus thought to index 'conflict monitoring', or processing of high conflict stimuli that induce potential competing responses ([Table 1A](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}). Two additional error-related ERPs are relevant: the error-related negativity (ERN) which is thought to index general 'unconscious' error processing, and error-related positivity or Pe, which is believed to reflect conscious error processing informing adjustment of response strategy ([@bib0670]; [@bib1000]) ([Table 1A](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}).

Two studies employed flanker tasks in young adult samples with ADHD. Using an arrow flanker task ([@bib0600]), a study that followed up individuals with childhood ADHD found that ADHD persisters at age 18--19 (i.e., those who persisted with the disorder into adulthood) showed reduced ERN and Pe, in comparison to ADHD remitters (i.e., those who remitted the diagnosis). However, both ADHD persisters and remitters showed reduced N2 amplitude ([@bib0620]). Such findings suggest that ADHD remission is linked to a typical pattern of sensitivity to errors, but with atypical processing in conflict monitoring despite the improvement in behavioural symptoms. However, when IQ was accounted for, not only ADHD persisters but also remitters showed reduced ERN and Pe. Such findings suggest that higher IQ in ADHD remitters allows for compensation in adulthood, in that IQ supports an ability in ADHD remitters to process errors to adjust performance. Another cross-sectional study, using the Eriksen flanker task ([@bib0255]), also showed that ADHD at age 23 was associated with reduced ERN amplitude and also shorter ERN latency, but with typical profiles of Pe amplitude and latency ([@bib0150]). It is possible that findings with error-related ERPs in ADHD depends on the specific time point within young adulthood (e.g., ages 18 vs. 23).

Error processing has also been investigated using a go/no-go paradigm, in which participants are typically required to respond to one type of stimuli (e.g., 'X') but withhold response to another type (e.g., 'K'). For instance, ADHD at age 16 ([@bib0355]) was associated with a typical profile of ERN amplitude -- in stark contrast to findings from studies using variants of flanker tasks as described above ([@bib0150]; [@bib0620]) -- and only a statistical trend of a reduced Pe amplitude. A similar pattern was shown by another study using a go/no-go task, which consisted of serially presented word stimuli of different colours ([@bib0690]). Participants were instructed to respond to each stimulus unless the same stimulus was immediately repeated (repeat no-go) or it contained a word that did not match its colour (incongruent no-go). A critical difference to other paradigms is that participants were also told to press an 'awareness' button whenever they believed they had made an error, allowing for classification of aware versus unaware errors. ADHD at age 24 in this study was also associated with a typical profile of ERN amplitude, but alongside a pattern of reduced Pe amplitude, more errors committed and less awareness of them. Thus, ERP findings on error-related processing in ADHD may depend on the specific paradigm employed.

Additional studies based on ADHD traits investigated performance monitoring in the context of feedback and reward. In one study, participants were asked to respond to a target stimulus under two conditions: either a fast response would lead to both positive feedback and immediate start of the next trial avoiding a delay (escape condition), or instead a fast response would not influence the delay of the next trial at all (no-escape condition). Higher number of ADHD symptoms at age 21 was associated with larger differences in CNV amplitude between the escape versus no-escape conditions, which could be interpreted as reflecting greater response preparation to conditions in which delayed rewards could be avoided ([@bib0110]).

Reward processing was also investigated in a large sample from an epidemiological longitudinal cohort at age 24 ([@bib0095]). In a monetary-incentive delay task, participants were instructed to respond quickly to potentially rewarding signals: a happy smiley face signalling monetary reward or a scrambled smiley face signally verbal reward ('fast reaction!') only. While enhanced CNV (indexing response preparation) was found for anticipation of monetary reward compared to verbal reward, such enhancement was not associated with lifetime ADHD symptoms based on a composite score across five longitudinal assessments ([@bib0095]). While such trait-based studies require replication in clinical samples, it is possible that greater response preparation in ADHD is linked to the specific form of reward in a given paradigm.

#### 3.3.1.2. EEG oscillations {#sec0125}

A study described previously using a go/no-go task ([@bib0355]) also examined oscillatory activity in relation to errors, using the same time windows post-error as employed for the analysis of ERN (-50 to 100 ms; early window) and Pe (100 to 350; late window). Evoked power and inter-trial coherence (ITC) in the theta range (4--7 Hz) were considered (see [Table 1B](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}) based on previous findings that they may largely account for the ERN (e.g., [@bib0540]). ADHD at age 16 was associated with reduction in late evoked theta power and also with reduction in both early and late theta ITC. Such findings suggest that ADHD is linked to impaired error processing potentially arising from reduced efficiency of coordination of brain activity. Of note, such oscillatory measures were able to reveal more reliable differences between ADHD and controls, compared to ERP measures of ERN or Pe amplitudes within the same study (Section [3.3.1.1](#sec0120){ref-type="sec"}).

### 3.3.2. ASD {#sec0130}

#### 3.3.2.1. ERP {#sec0135}

Performance monitoring in ASD has been examined using different tasks from those employed in the ADHD literature. For instance, one study examined neural response to different types of feedback: social (verbal), non-social (candy) and neutral (shape), using a paradigm in which participants were asked to seek positive feedback or avoid negative feedback ([@bib0140]). Individuals with high ASD traits at age 22 showed reduced FRN amplitude in social contexts only, suggesting reduced saliency of social feedback. Using a similar paradigm, another study found that individuals with high versus low ASD traits at age 23 did not show differences in neural processing of non-social and non-reward feedback ([@bib0195]). However, those with high ASD traits showed reduced P3b amplitude specifically to social reward feedback. Such findings suggest that ASD traits modulate neural reward sensitivity but mainly within social contexts.

A key aspect of monitoring performance is the ability to make predictions in uncertain environments. One preliminary study examined predictive processing using a visual target detection task in ASD at age 21 ([@bib0935]). Both ASD and non-ASD groups showed faster RT for predictable compared to random sequence targets, as well as enhanced P3b amplitude and enhanced CNV amplitude for the predictable targets. However, only ASD was associated with faster absolute RT, increased CNV amplitude and shorter N2 latency for the random targets, suggesting that ASD is associated with increased response preparation to stimuli even in a random context. It is also possible that such atypical processing of random stimuli relates to the preference for 'sameness' in ASD.

#### 3.3.2.2. EEG oscillations {#sec0140}

The study above also examined the relevance of mu rhythms in prediction processing ([@bib0935]). Mu rhythms refer to oscillations in the alpha frequency range (8--14 Hz), typically recorded over the sensorimotor cortex (from left central electrodes) ([Table 1B](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}). Reduction in the power of mu rhythms is thought to index motor anticipation (mu rhythms are also relevant for the domain of imitation and empathy, which we elaborate in a later section of the review in Section [3.5](#sec0175){ref-type="sec"}). Non-ASD controls showed an expected decrease in mu power *before* predictive targets compared to random targets; however, this decrease was not found for ASD at age 21, suggesting a motor anticipation failure. This deficit was accompanied by a reduced benefit in RTs to predictable targets in individuals with ASD. In contrast, ASD was associated with increased alpha activity over frontocentral regions *before* the onset of predictable targets compared to random targets. Taken such findings together, ASD appears to be associated with a profile of reduced motor preparation to predictable targets, as reflected by findings on mu oscillations, alongside compensatory strategies to counteract such lack of motor preparation, reflected by findings on frontocentral alpha oscillations.

3.4. Face processing {#sec0145}
--------------------

Thirteen studies investigated face processing using EEG-imaging. Only two studies did not consider clinical or research diagnosis. Whereas two studies focused on ADHD, 11 focused on ASD. The cognitive paradigms employed examined various aspects of face processing, including face orientation, gaze direction, mouth shape, and comparisons to non-face stimuli and verbal stimuli of names. One of the studies in ASD focused on name processing only, but is included in this section due to its relevance to potential shared mechanisms with face processing (see [Table 2D](#tbl0030){ref-type="table"}).Table 2DStudies on ADHD or ASD using EEG-imaging to investigate *face processing*.Table 2DStudyClinical groupDiagnosis or traitAge: Mean (SD)Age range (years)Sample size(s)Comparison group(s) (sample size)Cognitive paradigmAnalytical methodFeatures analysed[@bib0765]ADHDD24.1 (1.7)--17Non-ADHD (20)Visual oddball with facesERPP1, N170, P3b[@bib0770]ADHDD25.4 (2.1)--21Non-ADHD (19)Visual oddball with facesERPP3b, N170, N3[@bib0700]ASDD24.6 (8.8)18 to 4515Non-ASD (15)Face/emotion processingERPP1, N170[@bib0695]ASDD23.5 (5.2)18 to 4115Non-ASD (15)Face/object processingERPP1, N170[@bib0905]ASDT22.7 (1.7)--20--Face/emotion processingERPP1, N170, P3b[@bib0555]ASDD22.7 (3.8)--23Non-ASD (24)Multisensory integrationERPP2, N170[@bib0985]ASDD22.4 (6.1)18 to 4429Non-ASD (28)Face/object processingERPP1, N170, P2, N250, face-N400[@bib0990]ASDD23.1 (6.9)18 to 4432Non-ASD (32)Face/object processingERPP1, N170[@bib0260]ASDD23.3 (7.7)18 to 4527Non-ASD (25)Face/emotion processingERPP1, VPP, N170, EPN[@bib0205]ASDD--17 to 2723Non-ASD (23)Face/name processingERPP1, N170, P3b[@bib0680]ASDD19.3 (2.4)17 to 2315Non-ASD (15)Name processingERP/oscillationsP3b, alpha, beta[@bib0505]ASDT20.4 (2.3)18 to 2922Low traits (46)Face/gaze processingERPP1, EDAN, ADAN[@bib0395]ASDD16.2 (2.3)--16Non-ASD (17)Joint attention taskoscillationsalpha, beta[^6]

### 3.4.1. ADHD {#sec0150}

#### 3.4.1.1. ERP {#sec0155}

Those with ADHD appear to demonstrate atypical neural processing to facial stimuli. Two studies embedded face stimuli within a visual oddball paradigm. One study found that ADHD at age 24 was associated with enhanced target-P1 amplitude ([Table 1A](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}) to emotional faces (angry and happy), suggesting enhanced initial perceptual encoding for emotional stimuli ([@bib0765]). However, the amplitude of the N170 ([Table 1A](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}), specific to face processing, was enhanced for angry faces only. Non-ADHD controls had the reversed pattern of enhanced N170 for happy faces only. Thus, ADHD appeared to be associated with enhanced processing of angry faces despite the indication of enhanced attentional orienting to emotional stimuli in general. Another study using *only* angry faces did not find the same N170 effects, but instead showed that ADHD at age 24 was associated with enhanced target-P3b amplitude and reduced target-N3 amplitude (also known as LPN or late posterior negative slow wave) in response to angry faces, which was interpreted as an index of more effortful processing ([@bib0770]) ([Table 1A](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}).

### 3.4.2. ASD {#sec0160}

#### 3.4.2.1. ERP {#sec0165}

Given that impairment in social cognition is thought to be a core feature of ASD, it is not surprising that a large number of ERP studies in this disorder have focused on face processing given that facial information is used for everyday communication. Various studies have linked ASD with atypical facial processing. For instance, ASD at 24 was associated with relatively longer P1 and N170 latencies as well as reduced N170 amplitude in response to faces depicting either happy, sad, angry, scared or neutral expressions ([@bib0700]). ASD at age 23 was also associated with shorter N170 latencies to whole faces as well as to face parts (eyes or mouths), but not to objects ([@bib0695]). Another study found that higher ASD traits at age 23 were correlated with longer P1 latency and longer N170 latency for both conscious face processing (stimulus presented for 200 ms, i.e., long enough for awareness of perception) and nonconscious face processing (stimulus presented for 16 ms, i.e., too briefly for awareness of perception) ([@bib0905]). Taken together, such studies suggest that ASD is associated with reduced ability to process information holistically relevant to facial stimuli, as indexed by findings on N170 ([Table 1A](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}).

The pattern in relation to N170 may also extend to other modalities. For example, non-ASD controls exhibited a larger N170 amplitude to emotionally congruent face-voice pairings (e.g., happy face with happy laugh) compared to incongruent face-voice pairings (e.g., happy face with gasping sound), whilst such a congruency effect was not observed in ASD at age 22 ([@bib0555]).

Atypical patterns of ERP findings in relation to face processing in ASD, however, are not always found in young adult samples. One study failed to find group differences between ASD at age 23 and non-ASD controls in ERPs locked to face stimuli, such as P2 and N250 in response to familiar versus unfamiliar faces, and N400 in response to repeated versus novel faces ([@bib0985]). It is possible that such ERPs may index other processing aspects in relation to face stimuli not captured by the N170 ERP.

ASD-linked atypical profiles of N170, however, are not always consistent. For example, a study using house and face stimuli failed to replicate group differences in N170 between ASD and non-ASD controls at age 22 ([@bib0990]). Another study using open and closed mouth emotional faces also failed to find ASD-linked atypical profiles in N170 at age 23 ([@bib0260]). Instead, this latter study found ASD atypical profiles in the early posterior negativity (EPN), an enhanced negative-tending amplitude measured at 200--350 ms, thought to reflect perceptual attention underlying coding and recognition of facial expressions in the occipital and temporal cortex ([@bib0170]) ([Table 1A](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}). First, EPN ERP in the ASD group showed a more right lateralised EPN scalp distribution relative to the non-ASD group. Second, while there were differences in EPN amplitude between faces with open mouths and faces with closed mouths in the non-ASD group, such differences were absent in ASD. Taken together, these findings suggest that individuals with ASD also rely on different cues for processing emotional faces, not captured by the N170 ERP.

Two studies investigated the neural correlates of both name and face processing in ASD. One study compared attention to self-related stimuli (own + close other's names and faces) to control stimuli (famous + unknown names and faces) ([@bib0205]). Individuals with non-ASD showed higher P3b amplitude to self-related stimuli relative to the control stimuli, thus showing a self-preference effect across names and faces. In contrast, ASD at age 17--27 showed enhanced P3b amplitude to faces across all face types relative to all names, thus without such a self-preference effect. A subsequent study also found a self-preference effect in non-ASD controls at age 19 showing enhanced P3b to own name versus close-other's name ([@bib0680]); however, this self-preference P3b effect was absent in ASD.

One study investigated the effect of gaze orienting on emotional facial expressions. The paradigm involved initial presentation of an individual's face with neutral expression and with straight gaze (i.e., direct gaze-at); the gaze then changes to either a right- or leftward gaze (i.e., non-gazed-at or averted), followed by the same individual with an either happy or fearful expression ([@bib0505]). Unlike for individuals with low ASD traits, an enhanced target-P1 amplitude for direct gaze-at faces (compared to averted gaze) was not observed for those with high ASD traits at age 20, suggesting a reduction in attention to direct-gaze faces in ASD. Two additional ERP components were investigated in this study: the early directing attention negativity (EDAN), occurring at posterior electrodes between 200--300 ms after cue presentation and which is associated with attention-orienting, and the anterior directing attention negativity (ADAN), occurring at anterior electrodes between 300--500 ms after cue presentation and which is associated with attention-holding (see [Table 1A](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}). High ASD traits at age 20 were associated with reduced amplitude in both the EDAN and ADAN to happy faces but not fearful faces. This has been interpreted to indicate that ASD traits influence the reward value of happy faces or the degree of avoidance of stimuli signaling invitation to social interactions.

#### 3.4.2.2. EEG oscillations {#sec0170}

Name processing has also been examined in relation to brain connectivity ([@bib0680]), which was investigated both in terms of a measure of coherence, indexing synchronization between two signals (with high coherence proposed to indicate greater functional integration across the cortex) ([Table 1B](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}), and a measure of directed transfer function (DTF), thought to index the strength and direction of the activity flow between the locations (with high DTF indicating greater connectivity). ASD at age 19 was associated with a pattern of atypical functional connectivity during a name recognition task where participants were presented with self-, close-other's, famous, and unknown names. This pattern involved decreased coherence within the beta band: lower DTF values (under-connectivity) for the long-range connections, alongside higher DTF values (over-connectivity) for the local connections. Moreover, another study found an overall decrease in temporal-central alpha coherence in the right hemisphere in ASD at age 16 during a joint attention task, in which a human model either gazed or did not gaze in the direction of a dot ([@bib0395]). A positive correlation was also found between degree of coherence and social cognitive performance in non-ASD controls but not for ASD. Such a pattern of results suggests that altered connectivity in the alpha band gives rise to joint attention impairments.

3.5. Imitation and empathy {#sec0175}
--------------------------

Six articles investigated processing relevant to behavioural imitation and empathy. All of these studies focused on ASD only, and considered clinical or research diagnosis. The focus on ASD may be driven by theoretical perspectives linking deficits in imitation with aspects of social cognition that are thought to be 'disrupted' in ASD, such as difficulties with empathy (e.g., [@bib0385]). Cognitive paradigms employed typically aimed to measure processing of non-emotional and emotional actions (e.g., pain being inflicted) (see [Table 2E](#tbl0035){ref-type="table"}).Table 2EStudies on ADHD or ASD using EEG-imaging to investigate *imitation and empathy*.Table 2EStudyClinical groupDiagnosis or traitAge: Mean (SD)Age range (years)Sample size(s)Comparison group(s) (sample size)Cognitive paradigmAnalytical methodFeatures analysed[@bib0265]ASDD20.4 (4.3)16 to 2920Non-ASD (20)Visual stimuli task: painERP/oscillationsN2, LPP, mu[@bib0165]ASDD20.5 (5.2)--31Non-ASD (22)CHEP paradigmERPP2, N2[@bib0010]ASDD22.7 (4.8)18 to 3131Non-ASD (30)Emotional picture taskERPLPP[@bib0075]ASDD23.6 (4.9)--14Non-ASD (15)Mature imitation taskoscillationsmu[@bib0705]ASDD16.6 (13.0)6 to 4710Non-ASD (10)Hand movement taskoscillationsmu[@bib0275]ASDD17.7 (4.5)11 to 2620Non-ASD (20)Hand movement taskoscillationsmu[^7]

### 3.5.1. ADHD {#sec0180}

No studies were identified which investigated imitation and empathy in ADHD in young adults using EEG-imaging, using either ERPs or oscillatory approaches.

### 3.5.2. ASD {#sec0185}

#### 3.5.2.1. ERP {#sec0190}

One study used ERPs to investigate the perception of pain experienced by others ([@bib0265]), and found distinct ERP profiles between ASD at age 20 and non-ASD controls. Only ASD was associated with increased N2 amplitude in response to stimuli depicting solo pain (i.e., single person experiencing accidental pain, such as someone slamming a car door onto their hand) compared to solo no-pain (i.e., single person in a non-painful situation) as well as increased N2 amplitude in response to stimuli depicting dyad pain (i.e., a person in pain caused by another person) compared to those depicting dyad non-pain (i.e., two people in a non-painful scenario). In contrast, only non-ASD controls showed a more positive deflection in late positive potential (LPP) ([Table 1A](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}) in response to stimuli depicting dyad pain versus those depicting dyad non-pain. Furthermore, reduced LPP amplitude was associated with more autistic traits but a lower pain threshold. Taken together, these findings suggest that atypical early sensory processing in ASD, as reflected by the N2, can impact on later cognitive processing relevant to empathy, as reflected by the LPP. The authors argued that the stronger N2 in response to all pain-related stimuli, along with the attenuated LPP in response to stimuli depicting dyad-pain specifically, reflects a potential dissociation in ASD between affective arousal (feeling distress) and social understanding (understanding potential sources of the distress).

Further support for atypical early pain processing in ASD at age 20 was demonstrated by a reduced P2 amplitude induced by thermal pain, administered with a contact heat-evoked potential stimulator on the right lateral leg, despite equivalent self-reported pain levels to non-ASD controls ([@bib0165]). Administration of oxytocin appeared to enhance the LPP amplitude in individuals with ASD at age 22, but only if they were also easily distressed when seeing others in stressful situations ([@bib0010]), suggesting that importance of considering individual differences within ASD.

#### 3.5.2.2. EEG oscillations {#sec0195}

A series of studies has examined the mu rhythm in ASD. Mu suppression has been proposed to reflect activity in the human mirror neuron system ([@bib0295]) ([Table 1B](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}), although this functional interpretation remains highly controversial and there is disagreement in the literature (see a review see [@bib0370]).

There is some evidence of an atypical profile of mu suppression within ASD in paradigms investigating action execution and action observation. For example, similar to non-ASD controls, ASD was associated with mu suppression during hand movement *execution*; however, contrary to non-ASD controls, reduced mu suppression during hand movement *observation* was found for ASD at age 23 ([@bib0075]). Similarly, a lack of mu suppression during action *observation* was found for ASD in a sample with mean age of 16, ([@bib0705]). While such preliminary findings have been interpreted as a deficit in the mirror neuron system in ASD, a more recent study did not observe such mu suppression differences for *execute* nor *observe* conditions between ASD and non-ASD controls at age 17 ([@bib0275]).

As some studies have linked mu suppression with 'mirroring' others motor actions, another study examined whether it extends to 'mirroring' of others' emotions, such as perceiving others' pain. The study already described above using ERPs ([@bib0265]) also investigated mu suppression while processing stimuli depicting pain. It was found that both ASD at age 20 and non-ASD controls exhibited stronger mu suppression to stimuli depicting solo pain compared to those depicting solo no-pain. However, both groups differed in relation to processing of stimuli depicting a pair of individuals, which putatively introduced a social context. More specifically, mu suppression was greater for stimuli depicting dyad pain compared to stimuli depicting dyad no-pain for the ASD group, whilst mu suppression for both stimuli type were comparable for the non-ASD group. Such 'excessive mirroring' in ASD to pain-relevant stimuli is consistent with the authors' interpretation of heightened empathic arousal in ASD in the absence of the relevant social understanding. However, such findings may appear contradictory to the pattern, albeit an inconsistent one, of 'reduced mirroring' to action observation in ASD in some studies described before (e.g., [@bib0075]). While further replications are required to determine the reliability of these findings, it is also important to bear in mind that the interpretation of findings on mu suppression remains highly controversial, particularly in relation to mirror neurons and empathy processing (cf. [@bib0370]).

3.6. Sensory processing {#sec0200}
-----------------------

Seventeen articles have investigated sensory processing in ADHD and ASD in young adults. Only two studies did not consider clinical or research diagnosis. Four studies focused on ADHD and thirteen focused on ASD (only two of which examined dimensional traits). The majority of studies on ASD reflects the widely reported hyper- and hypo-sensitivities in sensory processing in ASD which has been recognised as an important feature of ASD in the latest DSM (APA, 2013). Paradigms include those that examine low-level stimulus characteristics such as orientation and brightness, as well as those using more socially-relevant stimuli such as vocal sounds and faces (see [Table 2F](#tbl0040){ref-type="table"}).Table 2FStudies on ADHD or ASD using EEG-imaging to investigate *sensory processing*.Table 2FStudyClinical groupDiagnosis or traitAge: Mean (SD)Age range (years)Sample size(s)Comparison group(s) (sample size)Cognitive paradigmAnalytical methodFeatures analysed[@bib0460]ADHDD16.0 (-)13 to 1816Non-ADHD (15)Colour VEPERPP1[@bib0665]ADHDD16.9 (6.3)10 to 2212BMD (12), controls (12)Light flash paradigmERPP1[@bib0840]ADHDD--18 to 2321Non-ADHD (18)Tone processing during filmERPP1, N1, P2, N2[@bib0340]ADHDD25.0 (-)21 to 2717Non-ADHD (17)Brightness detection taskERP/oscillationsP1, N1[@bib0270]ASDD21.5 (3.8)--20Non-ASD (20)Passive oddball paradigmERPMMN, P3a[@bib0525]ASDD22.2 (6.0)16 to 3416Non-ASD (16)Dichotic pitch paradigmERPP400, ORN[@bib0560]ASDD22.9 (2.0)--13Non-ASD/SCZ (16), SCZ(13)Suppression paradigmERPP50, N1, P2[@bib0970]ASDD20.8 (4.1)16 to 2813Non-ASD (31)Discrimination taskERPERP wave 700 ms post-stimuli[@bib0480]ASDD21.5 (3.0)18 to 2720Non-ASD (22)Passive visual taskERPN75, P1, N135[@bib0405]ASDD25.5 (4.6)18 to 3116Non-ASD (14)Contrast sensitivity taskERPP1, N80[@bib1010]ASDD--20 to 3912Non-ASD (12)Motion detection taskERPN170, P2[@bib0550]ASDD21.1 (4.0)--12Non-ASD (13)Audio-visual paradigmERPN1, P2[@bib0605]ASDD16.9 (0.3)--14Non-ASD (14)Semantic integration taskERPN1, P2, N4[@bib0740]ASDD25.0 (1.2)--13Non-ASD (13)Interpersonal distance taskERPP1, N1[@bib0735]ASDT23.0 (4.1)18 to 3929--Human/object touchERPP1, LPP[@bib0870]ASDD22.0 (4.0)--12Non-ASD (12)Visual stimulation taskoscillationsgamma[@bib0225]ASDT25.0 (-)18 to 4533--Orientation discrimination taskoscillationsgamma[^8]

### 3.6.1. ADHD {#sec0205}

#### 3.6.1.1. ERP {#sec0210}

ADHD has been associated with atypical profiles of sensory processing across various modalities. In a study examining colour perception, ADHD at age 16 was associated with an enhanced P1 amplitude to blue-yellow chromatic stimuli, but typical P1 amplitude for red-green stimuli and typical performance on an ophthalmological exam ([@bib0460]). P1-related findings may also have implications for diagnosis, as a statistical technique was able to classify individuals at age 17 with ADHD, bipolar mood disorders and nonclinical controls at 92.9% accuracy, based on combined information of the amplitudes and latencies of P1 elicited by a flash light stimuli ([@bib0665]).

Atypical auditory processing has also been identified in ADHD, using a sound perception task. For this task, while watching a silent video, trains of consecutive 5-tones were presented (with onset-to-onset time of 400 ms), separated by either 1 s or 5 s between each train ([@bib0840]). ADHD individuals at ages 18--23 did not show the typically large N1 amplitude that is seen in response to salient sounds (thought to be elicited when there is a 5 s delay between trains of sounds), which suggests reduced saliency of these stimuli in ADHD. In addition, ADHD was associated with enhanced N2 amplitude to the sounds, with the authors interpreting such findings as a sign of compensatory increased top-down attention suppression in order to watch the video.

In addition to traditional scalp-based data, one study also used data derived from independent component analysis (ICA), a statistical technique that can separate neural and non-neural sources in the EEG signal thus leading to improved signal-to-noise ratio and source estimation ([@bib0435]). ICA was used to perform single-trial analyses of early sensory components (P1 amplitude for visual and N1 amplitude for the auditory stimuli during an incidental bright detection task) ([@bib0340]). ADHD at age 25 was associated with increased trial-by-trial variability in P1/N1 amplitudes in the time window pre, post and without stimulus, suggesting an ongoing issue with increased neural variability, which can reflect perception of the environment in a less reliable manner.

#### 3.6.1.2. EEG oscillations {#sec0215}

The same study focusing on trial-to-trial variability of early-sensory components ([@bib0340]) also examined ITC of EEG activity to examine the similarity in phase across trials ([Table 1B](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}), focusing on both theta (4--8 Hz) and alpha bands (8--12 Hz). ADHD was associated with lower ITC values (i.e., larger variability) for poststimulus-locked EEG, which may indicate that increased neural variability is a potential driver of the observed behavioural variability in ADHD as suggested previously (cf. [@bib0600]). However, this pattern was found across all portions of the EEG, including before and after the stimulus, as well as in trials where the stimulus was omitted. Thus, it appears that ongoing and not just stimulus-locked EEG exhibits variability in ADHD.

### 3.6.2. ASD {#sec0220}

#### 3.6.2.1. ERP {#sec0225}

In the auditory domain, discrimination of spoken syllables of varying emotional prosodies were investigated using a paradigm that elicited mismatch negativity (MMN), an ERP component thought to index detection of unexpected stimuli ([@bib0305]) ([Table 1A](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}). ASD at age 22 was linked to reduced MMN to non-vocal sounds, as well as a lack of differentiation between MMN responses to vocal happy versus angry syllables ([@bib0270]), suggesting atypical processing of emotional voices. In a dichotic pitch paradigm requiring the discrimination of two pitches ([@bib0525]), ASD at age 22 was linked to poorer discrimination performance and also to reduced amplitude of the object-related negativity, a negative ERP component peaking at 150--250 ms post-stimulus, which has previously thought to index auditory integration ([@bib0005]) ([Table 1A](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}). These findings suggest a reduced ability to separate dichotic stimuli into spatially separate sound qualities (pitch and noise) in ASD, potentially explaining ASD-linked sensitivity to sensory stimuli. Nevertheless, one study found that repeated presentation of both auditory-then-auditory stimuli pairs (i.e., two consecutive identical sounds) and visual-then-auditory stimuli pairs produced the equivalent reduction in P50 ([@bib0560]), for both ASD at age 22 and non-ASD controls, suggesting a similar degree of sensory gating between both groups (i.e., the ability to filter out redundant sensory information) ([@bib0760]) ([Table 1A](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}).

Some studies investigated visual processing exclusively. Using a discrimination task (of stimuli made of black line segments), non-ASD controls showed a negative ERP deflection around 120 ms post-stimulus, believed to signal boundary detection (i.e., detecting the boundary between visual stimuli of two different orientation in a given trial). This effect was diminished in ASD at age 20 ([@bib0970]). Another study showed that ASD was associated with a typical later ERP (215--320 ms) believed to signal surface segregation (i.e., separating a scene into figure and ground), suggesting a preserved and/or compensatory mechanism in ASD in sensory processing.

Additional experiments used visual evoked potentials (VEP), such as P1 and N80, to investigate integrity of the visual pathway: ASD was associated with reduced P1 amplitude in a pattern-reversal paradigm at age 21 ([@bib0480]); and also with a lack of differentiation of an early ERP (N80 amplitude) between black-and-white gratings stimuli of mid versus high spatial frequency at age 25 ([@bib0405]). Together, these findings link ASD with atypical early sensory processing of low-level perceptual features. A further study suggests that ASD is also associated with atypical processing of visual motion stimuli, particularly those linked to the ventro-dorsal visual stream: ASD at ages 20--39 was associated with longer N170 and P2 latencies to stimuli depicting radial optic flow (dots consistently moving inward or outward from a central point) but not to stimuli depicting horizontal movements (dots consistently moving leftward or rightward) ([@bib1010]).

Other studies investigated the integration of different modalities. One study found that both ASD at age 21 and non-ASD controls showed equivalent reductions in amplitude of N1 and reductions in latencies of N1 and P2 in response to audio-visual stimuli relative to unimodal stimuli ([@bib0550]). In contrast to such findings on earlier ERPs, ASD was associated with an absence of a later ERP starting at 500 ms post-stimuli in the frontal electrodes, which typically differentiates congruent versus incongruent audio-visual stimuli (e.g., a face with lips making the movement of 'ada' while the auditory stream presents 'aba') in non-ASD controls. These findings suggest atypical high-level integration of auditory with visual information in ASD, as reflected by later ERPs, despite typical low-level processing of multimodal features, as reflected by earlier ERPs. Nevertheless, atypical low-level sensory processing was identified in another study investigating processing of spoken words. This study showed that ASD at age 16 was associated with a lack of P2 amplitude enhancement in both visual-only (i.e., face) and audio-visual (i.e., face and voice) presentations ([@bib0605]).

Sensory processing in ASD has also been examined in interpersonal contexts. A study examined neural responses to stimuli representing various levels of interpersonal distance preferences to strangers or friends ([@bib0740]). For ASD at age 25, N1 amplitude was correlated with a behavioural measure of interpersonal distance, suggesting that atypical levels of sensory sensitivity can explain some of the ASD-linked difficulties in social domains. Another study found that pictures of interpersonal touch in the high ASD trait group at age 23, relative to the low trait group, elicited equivalent P1 amplitude but larger LPP amplitude, which may index hypervigilance to social touch in ASD particularly at later stages of processing ([@bib0735]) ([Table 1A](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}).

#### 3.6.2.2. EEG oscillations {#sec0230}

Sensory processing in ASD has been studied in non-social domains using oscillatory measures. Two studies showed patterns of atypical context modulation during early visual perception in ASD. In one of these, participants were presented with Gabor patches with different degrees of orientation ([@bib0870]). It was found that, unlike for non-ASD controls, event-related gamma-power ([Table 1B](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}) did not increase with increasing contextual modulation (by increasing the amount of homogeneity in visual orientation of the stimuli) in ASD at age 22. In another study using a similar paradigm, participants were instructed to assess the orientation of the target grating ([@bib0225]). ASD trait scores at age 25 were associated with two main findings: lower orientation discrimination thresholds (i.e., enhanced perceptual discrimination) and higher peak induced gamma frequency ([Table 1B](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}). Both of these findings have been previously associated with increased neural inhibition ([@bib0235]), and thus point towards a potential role of neural inhibition in ASD.

3.7. Memory and language {#sec0235}
------------------------

Seven articles investigated various processes related to memory, learning and language. Five of the studies considered clinical or research diagnosis. Three of these focused on ADHD and four on ASD. A variety of cognitive paradigms were investigated, which examined short-term or working memory (WM), long-term episodic memory and semantic memory/language processing (see [Table 2G](#tbl0045){ref-type="table"}).Table 2GStudies on ADHD or ASD using EEG-imaging to investigate *memory and language*.Table 2GStudyClinical groupDiagnosis or traitAge: Mean (SD)Age range (years)Sample size(s)Comparison group(s) (sample size)Cognitive paradigmAnalytical methodFeatures analysed[@bib0465]ADHDD--19 to 3537Non-ADHD (25)Delayed match-to-sample taskERPP3b[@bib0085]ADHDT25.4 (4.1)--20--Modified 1-back taskERPP1, N170, P2[@bib0515] (Study 1)ADHDD24.2 (4.1);18 to 35136Non-ADHD (41)Delayed match-to-sample taskoscillationsalpha[@bib0575]ASDD25.7 (4.8)--22Non-ASD (14)Recognition memory testERPOld-new ERP[@bib0490]ASDT22.0 (4.0)--30--Comprehension taskERPN400[@bib0335]ASDD21.9 (3.0)18 to 3016Non-ASD (16)Semantic integration taskERPN400[@bib0415]ASDD20.7 (6.8)15 to 4013Non-ASD (13)Speech processing paradigmoscillationsgamma, theta[^9]

### 3.7.1. ADHD {#sec0240}

#### 3.7.1.1. ERP {#sec0245}

Two studies examined WM, which is the ability to temporarily hold and manipulate information in mind. In a delayed match-to-sample task, participants were asked to judge whether target stimuli (abstract figures) were presented in previous trials ([@bib0465]). In addition to lower accuracy, ADHD at ages 19--35 was associated with typical P1 but reduced P3b amplitude in parietal-occipital sites during stimulus encoding, suggesting reduced allocation of attentional resources to encoding of information in WM. Another study examined the relationship between ADHD symptoms at age 25 and neural correlates of distractor processing using a modified 1-back task (with faces) ([@bib0085]). In this task, participants were instructed to judge if a given target stimulus was also presented in the immediately preceding trial. The critical finding was that N170 amplitude was more pronounced for task-relevant stimuli compared to high-distracting task-irrelevant stimuli, with reduced N170 enhancement linked to more false alarms as well as more hyperactivity and impulsivity. Thus, reduced enhancement in N170 amplitude may reflect less successful WM maintenance also linked to the presence of ADHD-related traits.

#### 3.7.1.2. EEG oscillations {#sec0250}

A study analysed event-related oscillatory activity in the maintenance phase of the delayed match-to-sample task described previously to investigate WM ([@bib0465]), that is, the time window 500--2000 ms after the onset of the to-be-remembered stimuli ([@bib0515]). ADHD at age 24 was associated with lower induced alpha power indexing reduced WM maintenance. These findings were interpreted as reduced efficiency of maintaining representation within WM during the retention period, as alpha is thought to play a role in inhibiting task-irrelevant information ([@bib0475]) ([Table 1B](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}).

### 3.7.2. ASD {#sec0255}

#### 3.7.2.1. ERP {#sec0260}

One study investigated long-term memory of visually-presented words, and found that despite equivalent memory performance, ASD at 25 was associated with differential topographical neural activity patterns during recognition memory of old versus new items: in the parietal instead of anterior regions within 300--500 ms post-stimulus, and attenuated at the right frontal regions within 800--1500 ms post-stimulus ([@bib0575]). Such a pattern suggests either different neural basis for declarative memory in ASD, or the use of different retrieval strategies.

Another aspect investigated in ASD is language processing, using paradigms eliciting N400 -- a putative marker of effort for processing and integrating meaning ([@bib0500]) ([Table 1A](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}). For example, individuals with high ASD traits at age 22 showed reduced N400 amplitude to sentences describing counterfactual pretences, that is, alternative worlds known to be false (e.g., 'if words were made out of sugar'). Such findings could potentially explain difficulties with pragmatic skills in ASD, referring to the ability to interpret communication of others ([@bib0490]). Further, ASD at age 21 was associated with more negative N400 amplitudes to both novel and conventional metaphors compared to non-ASD controls ([@bib0335]), suggesting that metaphoric understanding poses difficulties on the semantic integration process in ASD.

#### 3.7.2.2. EEG oscillations {#sec0265}

A study investigated gamma and theta oscillations during speech processing in ASD at age 20 ([@bib0415]). While non-ASD controls showed downregulation of gamma by theta in response to speech, the reverse pattern was observed for ASD. This atypical interaction of theta and gamma also correlated with the severity of ASD symptoms, which suggests that the lack of coordination between these two oscillations account for ASD-related impairments in speech processing.

4. Discussion {#sec0270}
=============

We set to conduct a systematic review of EEG-imaging studies (ERP and EEG oscillations) with ADHD and/or ASD. The EEG literature in these disorders is vast and has rapidly expanded since the early 2000's, as revealed by the number of studies we have found despite restricting the sample to young adults. The studies were highly variable: the majority used varying participant samples, diagnostic procedures, and EEG analytical approaches ([Table 1A](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}, [Table 1B](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}). We were, however, able to group them in broad categories reflecting key neurocognitive domains (Tables 2A--2G), mostly reflecting putative core \'deficits\' associated with each of the disorders. Critically, when the same neurocognitive domain has been considered in both disorders, rarely has the same paradigm been used, or often studies using similar paradigms would use distinct task parameters (e.g., stimuli type, modality, and timing).

What is most important now, we believe, is the need to consolidate this ever-evolving but disparate literature, and call for the fields of ADHD, ASD and EEG to come together with the common goal of understanding the overlap and distinction between the two disorders. Below we provide a synthesis of the candidate disorder-overlapping and disorder-specific neurophysiological markers of ADHD and ASD, as informed by the most up-to-date and comprehensive literature on EEG-imaging in young adult samples.

4.1. Summary of key findings {#sec0275}
----------------------------

We intend to draw broad functional patterns across neurocognitive domains and paradigms in this general discussion. An overview of the putative cognitive-neurophysiological basis of ADHD and ASD, as well as their overlap and distinction, is presented in [Table 3](#tbl0050){ref-type="table"}.Table 3Some key ERP/EEG findings to inform research into the neural basis of ADHD-ASD overlap and distinction.Table 3Neurocognitive domainExample of subprocesses investigatedExample of relevant ERP/EEG featuresADHDASDAttentional processingCue processingP3b, deltaxResponse preparationCNVxNovelty processingP3axSustained attentionVLFxPerceptual bindinggammax  Inhibitory controlN2, LRPx  Performance monitoringConflict monitoringN2, thetaxError processingERN, PexxPredictionsCNV, mux  Face processingStructural encodingN170, P1xx  Imitation and empathyPain perceptionN2, P2, LPPxAction observationmux  Sensory processingVisual processingP1, theta, alphaxxAuditory processingN1, theta, alphaxxContext modulationgammax  Memory and languageWorking memoryalpha; P3bxSemantic processingN400xSpeech processinggamma, thetax[^10]

Both ADHD and ASD have been linked to atypical allocation of attentional resources and atypical performance monitoring, but there are also atypical processing aspects that are disorder-specific. In ADHD, much atypical processing in the attentional domain relates to orienting to cues that signal response preparation, whereas in ASD it appears to be more specific to novelty, an effect that may be at least partially influenced by increased perceptual capacity (and increased maintenance of visual stimuli in WM). ADHD may relate to atypical monitoring of conflict and of rewarding feedback, whereas ASD may relate to atypical feedback processing involving socially-relevant stimuli. Additionally, ADHD has also been linked to diminished inhibitory control, which has not been directly studied in ASD during young adulthood.

Both ADHD and ASD have also been linked to atypical processing of faces, and atypical early sensory processing in both visual and auditory domains. However, disorder-specific profiles may qualify each disorder. In ASD, the evidence for atypical face processing is mixed, at least in young adulthood and may depend on the self-relevance quality of the stimuli, whereas in ADHD the atypical processing may be specific to anger emotions. For ASD, atypical sensory processing has been suggested by various studies to contribute to 'later' cognitive deficits such as face processing and attentional processing. Some domains have been studied exclusively in ASD, thus direct comparisons with ADHD are required, including evidence of atypical language/semantic processing and mixed findings on atypical imitation processing.

4.2. Methodological considerations {#sec0280}
----------------------------------

A critical gap in the literature is investigation across disorders. Some studies have compared either ADHD with other clinical groups ([@bib0390]; [@bib0790]), and ASD with other clinical groups ([@bib0560]), thus informing to a degree the issue of specificity. However, not a single study directly compared ADHD with ASD in young adulthood using EEG-imaging. Individuals with both disorders have also not been included, which therefore limits our understanding of, for example, whether they represent a distinct clinical group or instead are better understood as the combination of both disorders in isolation ([@bib0940], [@bib0945], [@bib0955]). This issue is the most critical for future research aiming to establish the neural basis of ADHD and ASD, both in isolation and together.

The other major limitation of the literature is the overly large sampling interval used in some studies with young adult samples, despite the mean age falling within our specified cut-off (ages 16--26) (Tables 2A--2G). Some of the studies, particular in the ASD literature, included a broad age range (overlapping with children and late adult samples) even if the mean age fell within our pre-specified period. The brain undergoes changes across the lifespan even after childhood and adolescent ([@bib0030]; [@bib0145]; [@bib0315]; [@bib0825]; [@bib0895]; [@bib0925]). A truly developmental perspective demands characterisation of cognitive and neural processes pertaining specifically to emerging adults as they transition (or not) into independence, ideally with an even more dense sampling within the 16--26 age range. We opted for a more liberal approach in this review because of the paucity of the relevant literature in young adults, and hope this can galvanise improved research design.

One important issue in relation to age is that the prefrontal cortex develops throughout adolescent until around the age of 25 ([@bib0145]), and thus the brain of young teenagers (e.g., ages 16--19) can be different from the brain of those at the later phase of young adulthood (e.g., age 24). Therefore, disorder-specific atypical profiles of neurocognitive processing may also change with age, for instance due to changes in the prefrontal cortical maturation. Relevant to this point, a recent meta-analysis (which included participants with ages 17--57) showed that reduced P3b amplitude in ADHD relative to non-ADHD participants is exacerbated with age ([@bib0920]). The P3b ERP component is thought to be subserved by a ventral attention network, which receives input signals from prefrontal cortices ([@bib0185]). Given reported delays in prefrontal cortical maturation in ADHD ([@bib0855]), atypical prefrontal contributions to the P3 ERP may become more apparent at the later phase of young adulthood (e.g., after age 20) compared to an earlier adolescent period when prefrontal cortices are yet fully developed ([@bib0145]). More studies with each specific age within the young adulthood period (such as 16--26) would be important to track atypical patterns that emerge due to developmental trajectories in (frontal) brain maturation, in particular using tasks that probe for executive functions and/or decision-making processes, which have been associated with frontal brain regions ([@bib0015]; [@bib0975]). It also remains important to ascertain whether these patterns are specific for example to disorders such as ADHD, by including more cross-disorder comparisons ([@bib0390]; [@bib0790]), including with ASD.

A neglected issue is the role of the informant in biomarker research. This review revealed that, at least in ADHD, the reliability of neurophysiological indices across various cognitive domains, particularly those based on ERP components, will differ depending on whether group classifications are based on informants (e.g., parents) ([@bib0160]) rather than self-reported symptoms ([@bib0230]). This issue has not been addressed in ASD; even though group classification in some studies for both disorders are based on self-reported trait measures. We therefore believe that simultaneous consideration of both formal diagnosis and trait measures are likely to be most informative in future studies.

The various research considerations described above would require large samples for appropriate statistical power, a common problem in neuroimaging studies. The majority of studies in our review involved small samples, typically recruited via convenient sampling methods (e.g., via a clinical site or within an university, leading to samples that may not be representative of all young people with ADHD and/or ASD), with a few exceptions (e.g., [@bib0095]; [@bib0160]; [@bib0620]). As young people underuse healthcare services and some could find a diagnosis stigmatising, research in this age group is also likely to benefit from a combination of clinical and population-based samples.

4.3. Future directions {#sec0285}
----------------------

### 4.3.1. Task paradigms {#sec0290}

The review points towards opportunities to consider the design of task paradigms, assessing various neurocognitive domains, which are likely to inform our understanding of the ADHD-ASD co-occurrence and its neural basis. These designs, for example, may include experimental manipulation of task parameters building on the existing literature. We will briefly go over some possibilities in relation to each domain.

For attentional processing, the most common paradigm used across ADHD and ASD is variations on the oddball paradigm. Thus, one may consider task parameters that could reveal disorder-specific atypical processing. For instance, ADHD-specific profiles may depend on stimuli modality (visual vs. auditory) and ASD-related atypical attentional processing may be modulated by task load ([@bib0445]) and/or stimuli novelty ([@bib0880]). An established attentional paradigm is the ADHD literature is the cued CPT (e.g., [@bib0585]), which include trial types that distinguish various aspects of attentional processing, including cue orienting (cue-trials), response execution (go-trials) and response inhibition (no-go trials), and thus could help isolate potential atypical attentional processing that are ADHD-specific from ASD-specific. The consideration of trial conditions with inhibitory versus response demands can help further establish if indeed ADHD is associated with specific difficulties with inhibitory control, or instead with broader regulation problems regardless of the attentional demands ([@bib0285]). Further, cross-disorder studies on performance monitoring may consider simultaneous assessments of various facets of monitoring within the same task, including conflict ([@bib0620]), errors ([@bib0355]) and feedback ([@bib0110]), as well as the monitoring context (e.g., social vs. non-social) ([@bib0140]), as this combination could elucidate conditions under which ADHD and ASD are distinguished at the neural level.

Task paradigms that are broadly relevant to socioemotional processing might also combine parameters that have been considered separately in the ADHD and ASD literature. Face processing tasks could, for example, consider a range of positive and negative emotions, so to establish if processing of specific emotions are disorder-specific (e.g., [@bib0765], [@bib0770]). Additional parameters to consider are passive viewing versus active recognition and faces versus non-faces, given the inconsistency, even in the ASD literature, in relation to atypical face processing (e.g., [@bib0260]; [@bib0700]; [@bib0905]; [@bib0990]). Similarly, paradigms that aim to assess imitation/empathy may include conditions that allow for more precise functional interpretation, for example by considering both non-emotional (e.g., action observations; [@bib0075]) and emotional conditions (e.g., pain observation; [@bib0265]), as well as measurements of different facets of empathy, such as emotional identification versus affect sharing ([@bib0175]).

Finally, atypical sensory processing across auditory and visual domains have been reported in both ADHD and ASD. One issue is the heterogeneity in stimuli employed, spanning colour ([@bib0460]), orientation ([@bib0870]), brightness ([@bib0340]), pitch ([@bib0005]), motion ([@bib1010]), cross-modality integration ([@bib0550]), and so forth. Researchers may wish to include a variety of stimuli in future cross-disorder studies. An important facet of stimuli processing -- which could be relevant regardless of stimuli type -- is the higher degree of moment-to-moment processing of the stimuli, also known as inter-trial variability. This review has identified evidence of increased inter-trial variability in EEG-based markers of stimuli processing in ADHD in young adults ([@bib0340]). Although not identified in our review, others have proposed that similar processes are involved also in ASD ([@bib0210]), and thus an important future direction is the comparison of neural variability across disorders.

An advantage of including additional task conditions is the improvement in functional interpretation of dimensions of neurocognitive processing to each disorder. However, we acknowledge that it might not always be practical/viable to include such conditions, for example, because of the additional burden to the participant during data collection (e.g., lengthening the duration of a task). Therefore, task parameters should be considered on a case-by-case basis depending on the main research aim, the resources available to the study, and the nature of the participant sample. One could consider smaller-scale studies to establish functional interpretation for paradigms for which findings are more controversial, in combination with larger-scale studies using more established paradigms for whch findings have more broadly-accepted functional interpretations.

### 4.3.2. Developmental psychopathology {#sec0295}

We also suggest further research considerations to better understand the neural basis of ADHD and ASD (and their co-occurrence) within a developmental psychopathology framework. For example, genetically-informed studies can be used to clarify the etiology of the overlap and distinction between ADHD and ASD, by helping tease apart the genetic and environmental contributions to these disorders and their co-occurrence in young adulthood. Family studies or twin studies, in combination with EEG-imaging, could be used to estimate whether the neurocognitive profiles associated with ADHD and ASD stem from common or distinct aetiologies. Such study designs could shed lights on the neurocognitive mechanisms underlying the shared genetic influences between the disorders ([@bib0795]).

Additional longitudinal research, both within and across ADHD and ASD, is also required to track changes in neurophysiological processes from childhood into adulthood. Longitudinal studies are particularly relevant in light of persistence of symptoms despite a drop in diagnosis (e.g., [@bib0035]), potential development of compensatory strategies ([@bib0520]), and the recent proposed controversial distinction between childhood-onset versus adulthood-onset ADHD (e.g., [@bib0640]). While this review has identified some longitudinal studies ([@bib0095]; [@bib0155], [@bib0160]; [@bib0320]; [@bib0390]; [@bib0400]; [@bib0620]), none of these reported more than one data point with EEG-imaging data, or considered ASD. Thus, conclusions about potential changes (or stability) in neurocognitive processing, across development in relation to each disorder, are currently limited.

Finally, given the higher incidence of mental health risk in ADHD and ASD ([@bib0025]; [@bib0215]; [@bib0250]; [@bib0510]; [@bib0660]; [@bib0965]), future research is likely to profit from routine assessments of co-occurring mental health difficulties as well as bridging with the established EEG-imaging literature in, for example, affective disorders research. Assessments of mental health would help delineate atypical neurocognitive processing that is specific to ADHD and/or ASD, rather than explained by, for instance, co-occurring mood disorders, which have also been linked to atypical neurocognitive processing in similar domains considered in this review (e.g., [@bib0615]; [@bib0710]). It would also help expand on our understanding of the relationship between these disorders and functional aspects of wellbeing beyond core symptoms of the psychopathology that, for example, may be informative in clinical contexts ([@bib0930]).

### 4.3.3. Recent advances in EEG-imaging {#sec0300}

Recent hardware developments in mobile EEG have led to new portable, light-weight and increasingly affordable EEG systems. Mobile EEG technologies might constitute an ideal tool to ease data collection from large number of participants within a relatively short timeframe, and within powerful developmentally-informative research design ([@bib0595]), such as a longitudinal twin study. Mobile EEG can also be used in flexible locations, and thus more inclusive of participants with ADHD or ASD whom may prefer to not travel to a research centre. Such ease of data collection could help encourage the field to move away from small sample sizes, and to initiate cross-site collaborative efforts with large-scale EEG studies.

EEG-imaging research is currently exploiting recent advances in signal processing, which are likely provide additional information compared to traditional analytical approaches. Such 'microscopic' examination, exploiting all available EEG data, provides novel opportunities to better link the underlying neurophysiology of these disorders with their cognitive and behavioural profiles, as well as with their overlap and distinction. Among these approaches, ICA can be used to separate neural from non-neural activity, increasing the signal-to-noise ratio of the neural components ([@bib0565]), thus aiding identification of the neural sources. This approach also permits robust single trial analyses to consider neural variability -- a key proposed cognitive feature of ADHD ([@bib0340]). A source-based approach has shown to be more informative of neurophysiological processes underlying genetic risk of ADHD than scalp-based data (e.g., [@bib0600]), but is yet to be leveraged for ASD research. Other approaches included in this review were the use of time-frequency decomposition ([@bib0320]), measures of neural connectivity ([@bib0395]; [@bib0680]), and proposed solutions to source localisation ([@bib0105]).

4.4. Limitations of the review {#sec0305}
------------------------------

We have focused exclusively on EEG-imaging, but other imaging modalities such as fMRI or MEG, which are typically thought as having better spatial resolution, can also contribute to research into the neural basis of the ADHD-ASD overlap and distinction ([@bib0190]; [@bib0455]; [@bib0720]; [@bib0745]). The use of EEG-imaging and its recent mobile developments in large samples can serve as a foundation for more targeted analyses with other high-cost and less accessible methods (e.g., [@bib0100]).

Our review consists of a qualitative rather than a quantitative synthesis of the available evidence. While we have identified a relatively high number of studies in young adult samples (75 articles), these were spread across neurocognitive domains and have employed heterogeneous cognitive paradigms -- precluding pooling of the data across studies at this stage, for instance, via meta-analyses. Here, we highlight the candidate neurocognitive processes and markers leveraging EEG-imaging, alongside established and novel cognitive paradigms, which could provide the foundation for the next phase of research in ADHD-ASD overlap. We also seek to galvanise joint collaborative efforts, such as data-sharing, so that a more formal quantitative reviews could be conducted in the near future. As the literature in this age group accumulates, further reviews could focus on specific age ranges and specific neurocognitive processes/tasks within this developmental period.

Despite reviewing a relatively large number of studies, we may have missed out on important studies that are nevertheless relevant to our aim of understanding the overlap between ADHD and ASD. For example, intra-participant variability in sensory processing (as assessed by ITC) was discussed in the context of ADHD (Section [3.6.1.2](#sec0215){ref-type="sec"}) but not in ASD, even though recent studies have shown that it could also be a feature of ASD (for a recent review see [@bib0210]). These studies would have been missed due to our exclusion criteria, which did not permit studies using instead MEG ([@bib0240]; [@bib0300]; [@bib0785]; [@bib0915]) or those with samples which were older ([@bib0115]) or younger ([@bib0625]) than our pre-specified age range. We acknowledge that the study of ADHD and ASD (and their neural basis) in young adulthood would also benefit from considering task paradigms/analytical approaches not yet used with EEG-imaging and/or in this age group.

5. Conclusions {#sec0310}
==============

EEG-imaging studies in ADHD and ASD are rapidly accumulating, reflecting the field's enthusiasm to leverage EEG methods, and the potential of this research to inform the neural basis of the ADHD-ASD overlap and distinction. Despite the lack of studies directly comparing both disorders or including dual diagnosis, some consistent candidate disorder-overlapping and disorder-specific biomarkers have emerged. Moving forward, research into overlap and distinction that harnesses EEG-imaging should focus on cross-disorder comparisons using the similar paradigms, better powered studies and larger samples, more restricted age ranges, well-characterised longitudinal cohorts, and further applications of time-frequency and source-based EEG approaches.
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[^1]: *Note*. ERP refers to transient time-locked EEG activity typically averaged across trials. Relevant quantitative measures include amplitude (in voltage, interpreted as engagement of a particular cognitive process) and latency (in ms, interpreted as timing of a particular cognitive process) ([@bib0440]).

[^2]: *Note.* Brain oscillations refer to rhythmic cycles per second (Hz) of brain activity (i.e., frequency). Relevant quantitative measures include power (refers to the square of amplitude and is interpreted as the dominance of a particular oscillation) and phase (refers to at which time point an oscillation is within its cycle). Time-frequency approaches refer to the combination of frequency approaches and time approaches (e.g., event-related) ([@bib0125]).

[^3]: *Note*. EEG = electroencephalography; ADHD = attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder; ASD = autism spectrum disorder; D = diagnosis; T = trait; ERP = event related potentials; CD = conduct disorder; ODD = oppositional defiant disorder; ND = nicotine dependence; ADD = alcohol abuse or dependence; DAD = illicit drug abuse or dependence; E-SCZ = Early-onset schizophrenia; NPS = non-psychotic siblings of schizophrenia patients; PTB = pre-term born; ADHD-P = ADHD persisters; ADHD-R = ADHD remitters; CPT = continuous performance task; CNV = contingent negative variation; TF-PCA = time frequency principal component analysis; VLF = very-low frequency EEG; ^a^ These studies have the same sample.

[^4]: *Note*. EEG = electroencephalography; ADHD = attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder; ASD = autism spectrum disorder; D = diagnosis; T = trait; ERP = event related potentials; ALC = alcohol-exposure (ALC) only in childhood; ADHD-C = ADHD combined subtype; ADHD-IA = ADHD inattentive subtype; ADHD-HI = ADHD hyperactive/impulsive subtype; LPR = lateralised potential readiness; an additional relevant study by [@bib0350] is presented in [Table 1A](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}.

[^5]: *Note*. EEG = electroencephalography; ADHD = attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder; ASD = autism spectrum disorder; D = diagnosis; T = trait; ERP = event related potentials; ADHD-P = ADHD persisters; ADHD-R = ADHD remitters; ERN = error-related negativity; Pe = error positivity; ITC = inter-trial coherence; CNV = contingent negative variation; LPP = late positive potential; FRN = feedback-related negativity.

[^6]: *Note*. EEG = electroencephalography; ADHD = attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder; ASD = autism spectrum disorder; D = diagnosis; T = trait; ERP = event related potentials; VPP = vertex positive potential; EPN = early posterior negativity; EDAN = early directing attention negativity; ADAN = anterior directing attention negativity.

[^7]: *Note.* EEG = electroencephalography; ADHD = attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder; ASD = autism spectrum disorder; D = diagnosis; T = trait; ERP = event related potentials; LPP = late positive potential; CHEP = contact heat-evoked potentials.

[^8]: *Note.* EEG = electroencephalography; ADHD = attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder; ASD = autism spectrum disorder; D = diagnosis; T = trait; ERP = event related potentials; VEP = visual evoked potentials; BMD = bipolar mood disorder; MMN = mismatch negativity; ORN = object-oriented negativity; SCZ = schizophrenia; LPP = late positive potential.

[^9]: *Note.* EEG = electroencephalography; ADHD = attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder; ASD = autism spectrum disorder; D = diagnosis; T = trait; ERP = event related potentials.

[^10]: *Note*. Cells marked with \'x\' indicate evidence for atypical profile for a given disorder within an investigated subprocess; empty cells suggest that a subprocess has not been investigated in a given disorder (using EEG-imaging in young adults); this table points to disorder-specific and disorder-overlapping profiles, but direct cross-disorder comparisons using the same paradigm are required; ADHD = attention deficit hyperactivity disorder; ASD = autism spectrum disorder; EEG = electroencephalography; ERP = event-related potentials; CNV = contingent negative variation; VLF = very-low frequency oscillations; LRP = lateralised readiness potential; ERN = error-related negativity; Pe = error positivity; LPP = late positive potential.
